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Finding footy: female fan socialization and Australian rules football
Peter Mewett and Kim Toffoletti*
School of History, Heritage and Society, Deakin University, Victoria, Australia
The question of how, irrespective of gender, a person becomes a sports fan has been
absent in sociological studies of sports supporters. Distinct from other studies of sport
spectatorship that focus on the practices of already existing (and overwhelmingly male)
fans, our research is the first to consider how women become supporters, and in doing
so, it begins to redress the significant under-representation of women in sports fan
research. From interviews with female supporters of the Australian Football League
(AFL), this article identifies and critically assesses the modes by which women come to
support sport. We propose four categories to explain the different ways women
accomplish fandom, focusing on the importance of strong social ties and doxic actions
in this process. The events, experiences and social relations that inform women’s first
encounters with AFL offers a template for the wider consideration of women as social
agents in the sporting landscape.
Introduction
This article represents the first study solely devoted to analysing how women become fans
of male-dominated sports. Prompted by Gary Crawford’s observation that women are
‘largely ignored in a large number of discussions of fan culture’1, our research examines
women’s socialization into sport fandom and the agentic actions that forge their identity as
fans. In this article, we offer a typology with four categories for the advent of female sport
fandom, derived from interviews with women supporters of the Australian Football
League (AFL). While AFL, like most sports, remains very much a masculine site in which
women are constructed as a collective ‘other’,2 in its history and its position within the
social, cultural and power dynamics of Australia’s sporting panoply, we witness a
construction of female fandom that differs somewhat from that found in other sports and in
other societies.3 Australian women have a notable reputation as visible and vocal attendees
at AFL matches. While acknowledging the cultural and historically specific conditions
informing female support of the AFL, our findings nonetheless provide a framework
through which to consider more broadly how women accomplish sports fandom.
We begin our analysis by offering a brief background to AFL, presuming that an
international readership is unlikely to be entirely familiar with how the game is played, its
origins and place within Australian culture. It is in this context that we situate women AFL
spectators, using this as a basis from which to compare the participation rates of female
AFL fans with other documented studies of female sport supporters. A decade after Brown
noted of soccer that, ‘It is necessary to record that although there have been key
developments around the issue of gender in football . . . this is not reflected in academic
literature and research’,4 scholarly research on women football supporters of any code
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remains severely underdeveloped. The rest of our article redresses this oversight by
considering the social processes through which women become sport supporters. After
Bourdieu5, we theorize women’s entry into sport fandom as a doxic action that is shaped
by strong social ties, positioning women as active agents in the process of sports
supporting.
Background
Australian rules football, now commonly known as ‘AFL’ after the sport’s premier
competition (the Australian Football League), originated in Melbourne in the 1850s.
Melbourne was the growing population centre of the fledgling colony, now state, of
Victoria. Originally intended, it seems, as a sport to help cricketers maintain a semblance
of fitness during the winter months, it rapidly emerged as Victoria’s football code, from
where it spread to Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia, these four states now
being recognized as the ‘AFL states’. Only New South Wales and Queensland held out,
with both rugby codes taking hold in those states. Victoria has been and remains AFL’s
heartland, but the realization that in the absence of international competition, it has at best
a national market, encouraged the sport’s administrators to grow the sport’s premier
competition from its Melbourne base to other parts of the country. This was relatively easy
to do in South Australia and West Australia, where AFL clubs have been formed from the
leading teams in the long-existing state leagues, but more difficult to achieve in the ‘rugby
states’ of Queensland and New South Wales with their, at best, rudimentary development
of the sport, but containing more than half of Australia’s population. To break into New
South Wales, the financially troubled South Melbourne club was relocated in 1982 to
become the Sydney Swans. Four years later, a major league club was established in
Brisbane to secure a foothold in Queensland.6
With its comparatively few playing rules, AFL is an exciting, fast-moving, fluid,
physical contact game in which the 18 players on each side continually run, tackle,
bounce, kick, ‘mark’ and ‘hand-ball’ on a large oval playing area. Unlike the set-size
rectangular grounds stipulated by the other football codes, the oval-shaped playing areas
for AFL simply have to be big enough for the game to be played on. AFL games regularly
attract large at-ground crowds7 and many more who watch televised matches. A particular
feature of AFL support is the large number of women who follow the sport and regularly
attend games. Most recent figures indicate that 13% of the female population of Australia
attended AFL matches, compared with 7% for rugby league and 3% for rugby union8. AFL
is an anomaly, therefore. It stands out among football codes because of its historically high
proportion of female spectators, which dates back to its early days in the nineteenth
century9. So how does the female supporter base of the AFL compare with those of other
mass spectator sports internationally?
Female sport spectating
Without giving figures, Cere10 notes that South American soccer attracts many women
spectators, although in Europe, despite an increasing female presence at Italian soccer
games and a claim by Mean11 that women fans and players are increasing in numbers, they
remain significantly under-represented, with Crawford12 citing research that women
account for only 14% of English soccer’s Premier League at-ground spectators, despite
attempts being made to increase female spectatorship13. This is reflected in a study by
Jones14, which included just two women of 21 interviews with a soccer club’s fans.
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Crawford15 suggests that recently ‘grown’ sports, those without a long history and an
established gendered following, such as British ice hockey and American soccer, are more
likely to attract significant female following, especially if these ‘new’ sports are marketed
as being safe and family-centred. These factors are consistent with Wann et al.’s finding16
that a motivation of women to attend sports is that it provides them with opportunities to
spend time with their families. Putnam17 supports this observation in noting that social
connectedness is more important to women than to men. Sandvoss draws on several
qualitative and quantitative studies to ‘confirm the overwhelmingly male fan base of
spectator sports’,18 that derives from, he continues, the historical gendering of leisure time
pursuits in which women’s recreational activities have been centred on the home.
Women’s robust support of AFL certainly cannot be attributed to the recent shift,
noted especially in soccer,19 in the sport’s target audience. While AFL has shadowed other
sports in attempting to draw a wealthier clientele – in the process alienating some
stalwarts of the terraces – the significance of women in its supporter base has remained
constant. Moreover, our data suggest that while family features significantly in their way
of becoming fans and the supporting practices of some women, they develop a connection
with and enjoyment of the sport that prevails independently of family. Crawford suggests
that what he terms ‘devoted’ fans are mostly men, because, he reasons, women, as women,
have the authenticity of their support questioned by other supporters20. Moreover, women,
Crawford continues, find it difficult to progress to the highest levels of fanship because
men control the limited interactional gateways to get there. This may well be the case for
sports such as English soccer, with its small proportion of women game-goers, but the
historically high attendance of women at AFL games, the interactions many have with
male fans and the knowledge they acquire of the sport means that our respondents often
remarked that they are accepted by men as legitimate, informed observers of the game.
Despite AFL being a sport that has enjoyed a robust following by women, it remains a
male domain, mostly played and administered by men, seemingly in a pervading ethos of
masculine hegemony, which has produced and continues to reproduce gender practices
that marginalize women21. As Crawford has noted for other sports,22 AFL was created by
men for their own participation, which fosters women’s unequal participation. In many
ways, women are secondary subjects in the AFL – the women’s competition is miniscule
and poorly followed, and their representation in senior managerial, decision-making and
game-controlling positions has scarcely advanced beyond tokenism – yet the mass of
female spectators, their connections with other male and female fans means that, as
supporters, they occupy a qualitatively different position from that reported (or more
realistically, hinted at, given the meagre reportage of women fans) for women involved
with other sports. Women AFL fans are an example of what Bourdieu refers to as the
‘paradoxical character of doxa’, whereby individuals accept the conditions or limitations
imposed on them via relations of domination, rather than seeking to subvert or reject
them23. In this sense, female football fans are habituated to support this male sport: they
have not forced the masculine hegemony out of it, rather their significant presence as fans
since the nineteenth century has been done in such a way that it has sustained it as a male
sport. In a further paradox, the women interviewed in our research, even those highly
involved as players of other sports, strongly prefer to watch male sports rather than
women’s sports. While the issue of women’s support for male dominated sports drives our
continuing research on female fans, it is too large to address in one paper: here we focus on
one aspect of it, how women become AFL fans.
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Becoming sports fans
Before turning to the question of how women become fans of male sports, it is necessary to
assess what existing studies can tell us about how people become fans, irrespective of
gender and sport. Most studies of sports fans appear to have focused on their
characteristics and behaviour. These studies are broadly divided between the British
emphasis on qualitative sociological studies of soccer fans – with particular weight given
to ‘hooliganism’ – and the North American quantitative social psychological studies of
fans in a range of major sports. Much of the latter research, often with a sports marketing
focus, has involved the development and implementation of a range of behavioural and
motivational scales that assess aspects of fans’ involvement with sports. Although they can
provide some insights into gender and fandom,24 these studies have not examined how
people become fans. Moreover, the methodological procedures they employ exclude fans’
voices about the ways that they connect with sports.
By contrast, many of the British studies of soccer supporters are based on ethnographic
research and relate the lived experiences of fans in their ways of supporting. Although
some of the North American research has compared the characteristics and motivations of
male and female supporters, Free and Hughson in a critical examination of several major
British studies of soccer supporters,25 have commented on the ‘startling’ absence of
women’s voices in this research, which they hope ‘will be heard in future studies’. Even in
a study of spectators at American Division I women’s basketball games, Kerstetter and
Kovich provide no observations about gender other than to note that 51% were male.26 In
one of the very few publications to address the female fans of a male sport, ice hockey,
Crawford and Gosling note that the lack of research on women fans is a further indicator of
their marginalization in sports.27 As with Guillianotti’s important typology of British
soccer fans,28 Crawford’s work mostly concerns male fans and both of these researchers
concentrate on classifying spectator behaviours once people have become fans, rather than
on how they enter the state of becoming fans.
Insofar as we can tell, the issue of how fans, irrespective of gender, become fans has
been glossed over in earlier studies of sports supporters. Consequently, the paths to
fandom taken by women have been overlooked as a research issue despite the significance
of the wider issues of gender canvassed by women’s support of male-dominated sports.
Our research shifts away from the predominantly male-centric focus of sports fans
research. Instead, we look specifically at women fans, at how they become fans. Of course,
men – fathers, grandfathers, brothers, sons, friends, husbands, lovers – figure in women’s
accounts of their paths to fandom, but in each case the path to fandom each traversed
hinged on an exercise of their agency.
Our research
Our methodology involved the recruitment of women who self-designate as fans and for
whom their support of AFL and identification with a club constituted what Jones refers to
as ‘serious leisure’.29 This article is written from data generated from four focus groups
and 16 single-person interviews that together have provided information on how 43
women became AFL fans. All of the interviews were audio-recorded. The same list of
topics was used to guide the focus group and the single-person interviews thus facilitating
the comparability of data generated from these two techniques. The interviews have been
conducted in Melbourne and in a regional area of the AFL state of Victoria, as well as in
Sydney, which is located in the non-AFL state of New South Wales. The different areas
have provided insights into how geographical location influences connections with
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specified sports. Respondents have been recruited through word-of-mouth and from a
club’s membership list, and they do not constitute a representative sample: the
demographics of our respondents points to them being skewed towards relatively affluent,
white Australian, educated women (approximately a third have university degrees). All
respondents are adult women ranging in age from late teens to early eighties. This is a
report derived from research in progress and as our investigations continue we will work
towards the inclusion of women from other socio-economic and ethnic categories.
Categories of ‘becoming’ fans
We have not started with a theoretically based hypothesis about how people, and women
in particular, become sports fans. Rather, we asked our respondents about how they ‘got
into’ football. Making use of a grounded approach, we have identified from our
respondents’ accounts four distinctive ways in which they became AFL fans. This entailed
coding the interview data using the heading ‘how did you become a football fan?’. From
here, common themes were identified and categorized, subsequently forming the bases
of the four categories. We have named these categories ‘in-the-blood’ (n ¼ 23), ‘learner’
(n ¼ 11), ‘convert’ (n ¼ 6) and ‘STF’ (for ‘sexually transmitted fandom’; n ¼ 3):
terms evocative of how interviewees described to us their paths to fandom.
Each of these four categories will be examined through our respondents’ voices, but
before we move into presenting these, some contextualization is required. Table 1 lists the
major characteristics of each category. Each of these characteristics summarizes some
aspect of what women have told us about how they came to be football fans.
Table 1. Major characteristics of the different categories of becoming a fan.
Category Characteristics
In-the-blood Football fandom initiated within family of origin
Parent(s) who are/were keen fans; many also have other relatives closely
associated with the sport
Started to attend games with parents and socialized into football fandom from
an early age
Usually they (or parents) from an AFL state
Fandom, including an overwhelmingly powerful connection with a particular
team, constitutes an important aspect of the person’s identity
Learner Fans whose appreciation of the sport developed progressively from attending
games with others and/or watching football on television
Game attendance becomes increasingly important as their knowledge and
enjoyment of the sport grows
Eventually become ardent fans
Convert Change suddenly from being indifferent or even opposed to football to becoming
‘instant’ fans
Typically these fans attend a game, often their first, and are ‘transformed’ by it into
fervent, committed supporters
Analogous to religious experiences where people become devout following what
they claim to be a divine revelation
STF Fans who were introduced to football by their partners
Knew little or nothing about football and had no interest in it before meeting
their partners
Attended games with their partners, developed a knowledge of football and
became avid supporters of the sport and their clubs
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Table 2 points to a clear association between the fans’ geographical origins and their
mode of becoming fans. With just two exceptions, ‘in-the-bloods’ had a connection with
an AFL state: either they were born and grew up in an AFL area or one or both of their
parents had such origins. ‘In-the-bloods’ learned their football through this family link.
The fans that we interviewed in Victoria were all from that state and, with a single
exception, were all ‘in-the-bloods’. The ‘in-the-blood’ New South Wales interviewees had
migrated, or had parents who had moved from an AFL state. By contrast, only two fans in
the other three categories had a ‘lineal’ connection with an AFL state; the others came
from non-AFL areas and, in a couple of cases, from overseas. A strong association
emerges between the category of becoming a fan and the geographical origins of their
families, therefore.
Some clear trends also are evident in the examination of our respondents’ ages and
their category of becoming a fan, as shown in Table 3. The even distribution of ‘in-the-
bloods’ across both age groups is indicative of people who have grown-up with football as
a significant part of their lives. The predominance of older women in the ‘learner’ and
‘convert’ categories is congruent with people who have become fans at a later stage in
their lives. Although the ‘STF’ category is split across the age categories, all three women
in it were under 35 years old when they became fans, which is in line with the stage in
many people’s lives when significant relationships are formed. Although Wann et al.
report that ‘age has very little, if anything, to do with sport fan motivation’,30 our data
suggest that age can be associated with the ways in which women become fans.
In-the-bloods
‘In-the-bloods’ account for more than a half of the women that we interviewed. This group
characterizes the fans whose following of football comes through their family. Typically,
in-the-blood fans had at least one and often both parents who were keen supporters and
they started to attend games with them at an early age. Wann et al.31 argue that family
influences, although important for males and females, are especially significant to the
entry of women into sports fandom and to their learning of a ‘sport fan culture’. Exposure
to such a culture in the family home increases the probability of a person becoming a
sports fan. Moreover, Wann et al.’s research32 points to fathers being the more important
parent in influencing daughters’ sport-supporting preferences. The in-the-blood category
Table 2. Association between geographical origin and category of becoming a fan.
Geographical origin of fan In-the-blood Learner Convert STF
From an AFL state 16 1 0 0
Not from an AFL state, but parent(s) from AFL state 5 2 0 0
Not from an AFL state (including overseas) 2 8 6 3
Total 23 11 6 3
Table 3. Current age and category of becoming a fan.
Current age In-the-blood Learner* Convert STF Totals
Under 35 years 12 3 2 2 19
35 years plus 11 7 4 1 22
Note: *The age of one ‘learner’ is not known.
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is redolent of Geertz’s concept33 of ‘primordial sentiment’ as he applied it to ethnicity:
namely that people are socialized from such a young age into cultural practices that it
appears ‘as if ’ these ways of doing things are part of their genetic make-ups. For some,
sports fandom is one such learned cultural practice and with it comes an overwhelmingly
powerful attachment to a team: an affection that also constitutes an important part of the
person’s identity. Once recruited into fandom, this group of fans resonates with
Guilianotti’s category of ‘supporters’ in his typology of British soccer spectators.34
The difference between our and Guilianotti’s categorizations is that we are dealing with
how people become fans, whereas he analyses forms of fandom once the ‘becoming’ has
been done.
Tourmeline35, now in her 80s, illustrates how football, team allegiance and an in-the-
blood coming to football fandom is firmly embedded in family relationships. Tourmeline
told us:
Well I was born a South Melbourne supporter. My parents saw the 1918 Grand Final and my
grandparents lived at Port Melbourne. I was born at their house. My sister was born at South
Melbourne and I was always jealous because I wasn’t born at South Melbourne and so of
course my sister was always a South Melbourne supporter, so when I was born I was naturally
born a South Melbourne supporter. I saw my first match in 1928. I can’t remember it, but Mum
and Dad took me. We would go down and see my grandparents and we would walk from Port
Melbourne across to the Lakeside Oval . . . And the year that we won the premiership [1933],
my sister and I tied red and white streamers [the South Melbourne club’s colours] along our
fence – we had a double block and we thought it was wonderful – we had red and white
streamers everywhere.
She moved to Sydney following her marriage in 1953 and had to rely on media reports to
sustain her passion for the sport, so Tourmeline was delighted when South Melbourne
relocated to Sydney in 1982: ‘Yes they came eventually. I have always loved Sydney and
it really made my coming here worthwhile. It was just lovely’.
Ruby was born and grew up in the Victorian regional city where she still lives.
A mother of two small children, she has already taken her older child to his first AFL
game, just as her grandfather had taken her when, as a child, she had to stand on a milk
crate to watch the match. Ruby is a third-generation supporter of her AFL club.
Additionally, she and her family have a close involvement in the local league club for
which her grandfather once played, a cousin currently is one of its leading players and
several family members, men and women, have been closely involved in the club’s
administration and support roles. For Ruby’s family, football has ‘always been a part of
what we do’. However, her younger sister does not like football at all, which Ruby claims
is because she did not go to games with their grandfather. Several of our respondents have
told us about siblings who are not interested in the sport. Sapphire’s older sister is not a
football follower either, despite their father being a former AFL player and their brother
currently playing for a Victorian football league club. Sapphire, a Melbourne woman, was
taken to games by her father, his playing career then over, from when she was a young
child: ‘I was the one in the family who was really into footy. So I went in my little jumper
and scarf every week’. Although she claims that she was ‘born into it [football] . . . not
really a choice I had’, the fact that her sister did not attend these games suggests that
Sapphire chose to go. Whereas socialization is, for some, a significant reason for their
entry into football fandom, it is clear that we must avoid an ‘over-socialized’ image of in-
the-bloods and recognize that children do exercise agency. Ruby’s reasoning for her
childhood interest in football also demonstrates agency:
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[My] interest in footy definitely sprung from me wanting to sort of align myself with the men
in my family. It was something for me to talk about and then as I grew up, um y’know being at
school I wasn’t interested in the boys – like other girls were – I sort of wanted to be their
friend and I’d get out and kick the footy with them and that was my way of sort of interacting
with the boys, I suppose.
Ruby chose to follow football; a choice certainly made available to her through her
familial socialization. Moreover, she is socializing her children into AFL by buying soft-
toy footballs, children’s versions of her club’s jumper, having birthday cakes made in the
oval shape of the football and purchasing posters of famed players. Football is ‘definitely a
cycle’, Ruby avers, in which one generation inducts the next into the game: ‘obviously
that’s me’, she says of her influence in encouraging her children towards support of the
sport and the club that engage her so intensely.
Emerald moved from country Victoria to Sydney to further her career. But growing up
in a major AFL playing area means that for Emerald, as with Ruby and Sapphire, football
has been a part of her life for as long as she can recall. Her father played the sport and her
brother currently competes with a local league club: ‘I think coming from the country it
[football] is a very big part of the community. It makes up, it is something for country
people – they don’t have a lot but they do have football’. The local football games provide
occasions for family members and friends to meet: ‘it would be more like a social get
together, more like the fabric of the community’.
The theme of football support coming from family and area origins is very strong. In-
the-bloods come from all of the AFL states. While Sapphire, Ruby and Emerald originate
from the code’s heartland, in-the-bloods also come from the other AFL states. Peridot is a
South Australian and she grew up in a football family. Following several years living
overseas, her interest in the sport was rekindled when, on moving to Sydney in the late
1980s, she, her husband and children started to attend Swans games. Another South
Australian woman, Willow, commented on the ubiquity of following football in the AFL
states: ‘It’s amazing, isn’t it, if you are born in the southern states and Western Australia,
then it’s something you do regardless of your gender’. Women from other AFL states
made similar observations: Karri, who grew up in Western Australia with its strong local
football competition, observed that ‘[i]t was just what absolutely everybody did, was go
and watch the local league’. And Myrtle, from Tasmania, told us that: ‘As little children
we were taken to the local matches all the time. We just accepted that was what we did on
Saturdays. My brothers played, my uncles played’. For in-the-blood supporters, the
formative factors to becoming an AFL fan are early childhood experiences of football
forged through the socializing influence of parents and family from AFL regions.
Learners
Our ‘learners’ category, which accounts for about a quarter of our respondents, refers to
the fans whose appreciations of the sport developed progressively from, perhaps
reluctantly at first, attending games with others and/or watching AFL on television. As
their knowledge and enjoyment of the sport grew incrementally, sometimes over several
years, they increasingly factored game attendance into their lives, eventually becoming
firmly entrenched among the ranks of the ardent fans.
With one exception, the learners among our respondents came from non-AFL states.
This football code was not embedded in learners’ familial relationships and they came to
an appreciation of it through some form of exposure and then an incremental acquisition of
it as a sport. Two main avenues of exposure, often in combination, are apparent; one is
through television and the other is from being introduced to the sport by another person.
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The influence of friends
For several learners, friends have been central in their transition from being interested to
some extent in AFL to them becoming fans of the code. This was the case for Rosella,
whose first exposure to AFL came when she attended some games during a stint in
Melbourne. She did not continue to follow the sport after her return to Sydney until a
female work colleague, already a fan, invited her to a game. Since then Rosella has
become a fan and a club member. Garnet’s geographically mobile parents did not come
from an AFL state, but her father was a rugby league fan and through him she was a
supporter of this code until, as a student in Sydney, she started to attend AFL games with a
group of friends: ‘after going to a few [rugby league] games and going to the AFL games, I
found the AFL games more exciting . . . there was quite a contrast’.
Like Garnet, Agate’s father followed another football code, in this case soccer, and
friends also were significant in her making the transition from being someone who loosely
followed AFL to becoming a fan. Agate, who was born and grew up in Melbourne, is the
only learner to come from an AFL state. From a migrant background, she did not
experience the familial socialization into AFL that is characteristic of the in-the-bloods
from AFL areas. But, as is probably the case for every child growing up in Melbourne, the
culture of following AFL is pervasive and team support provides an aspect of identity even
in primary schools. So Agate developed a team affiliation as a child, but in a quite different
way from the in-the-bloods. Even so, she did not attend AFL matches until she was in her
early 20s because ‘my dad was really involved in soccer and so I was down at Middle Park
watching South Melbourne [soccer team] play every week’. Her first live AFL match
attendance was late in the 1993 season when a group of friends she had made in high
school, who supported the same club as Agate, encouraged her to go to a game because
their team was doing well and, as a supporter, she felt that she should go and watch the
games with them. Although Agate had followed the sport intermittently on radio and
television, this was her initiation into live AFL: ‘I went along and I loved that, the
atmosphere and all that . . . I just got the bug from then’. She became a game-goer and fan
once she had realized that, ‘there is nothing stopping me from actually going but the
background that I had come from, actually going to the footy was just so foreign’.
Jade, from Sydney (she is in-the-blood Tourmeline’s daughter), did not start to follow
AFL until she went to college in regional New South Wales. There she became friends
with ‘a couple of girls who were from down Denilliquin way’ – an area where AFL is
played. These friends watched AFL on television:
. . . every Saturday it was televised into the country and every Saturday they would be
watching the football and so I started to watch and I came home one weekend and I said to
Mum, ‘well, who did you barrack for?’ and she said, ‘South Melbourne’. I said ‘what [great
team] colours!’ and I thought that was pretty good.
Jade said that she was ‘aware’ of AFL as she grew up in Sydney, but it took her college-
based friendships to trigger an interest in the code. When South Melbourne relocated to
become the Sydney Swans, Jade became a regular attendee, going to games with her
mother. Jade, who says that she has ‘ended up being the fourth-generation South
Melbourne supporter’ became a fan in a different way from her mother, an in-the-blood
supporter. Tourmeline, a ‘stand-alone’ AFL supporter in what was a desert area for the
sport, could foster Jade’s growing interest in the sport, but lacked the relational support
and access to the game to develop her interest when still a child. Networks were significant
to Jade becoming a fan, but in her case it was through friends; the family, in her mother,
kicked-in only after the interest had been aroused.
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Beryl’s sister triggered her into becoming a fan, but friendships lay behind this. Beryl
had been exposed to AFL in her home town in country New South Wales where she had
loosely followed it along with rugby league.36 But her real involvement with AFL started
in the mid 1990s after being press-ganged into going to some Swans’ games by her sister:
She said to me, ‘why don’t you come’ and I said, ‘Oh, I don’t know if I like AFL that much’,
and she said, ‘No, it’s really good. It’s really great’ . . . Yeah, that was in about 1995 so in that
year I went to a few games with her . . . So in 1996 we went to every game and we got to the
grand final and I was hooked then, we won a lot of games in a row, it was just fantastic, so the
following year we and a couple of other friends became members in ‘97.We are still members.
But Beryl’s sister had become a fan through a friend who ‘was already a very big [fan], she
and her mum and dad and her brother were already big supporters . . . Because I think her
parents came from Melbourne’. Although Beryl’s fandom was acquired from a learning
process she underwent as an adult woman, that her sister introduced her to the sport at the
elite level and her sister’s association with people originally from Melbourne points to the
importance of family and friend relationships, especially when these networks involve
people from an AFL state.
Tempted by television
Jacaranda’s introduction to AFL, however, came from television. Sandvoss37 observes
that the televising of sports has made them increasingly available in the domestic sphere
and ‘has thus substantially transformed gender relations in sports fans cultures’. While
television may bring women to sports, it does not account for how they make the transition
from being a home-based fan to attending live games. That women historically have
attended AFL games in large numbers probably has facilitated, at least for those in AFL
states, their at-ground attendances. Jacaranda came to the sport from a non-AFL state
lacking informal channels supporting women’s attendance, however. Going through a
difficult pregnancy, she passed some of her time watching televised games assisted by her
husband’s knowledge of the rules, even though he, like she, is from Sydney. She enjoyed
the televised games and, following her child’s birth, she started to attend live games with
her baby, ‘used to breastfeed at the game, everything, really got into it’. Jacaranda remains
‘into it’ 13 years later. Wren, a migrant who has lived in Australia for 35 years, was not
interested in any football code until ‘I became fascinated just by watching it [AFL] on
television and started to go to games from there’. Similarly Acacia, from Sydney, got into
watching AFL on television. As an only child with parents who did not follow football,
Acacia introduced herself to the sport and started to attend games after the Sydney Swans
team was established.
Without parental socialization into football culture as children, learners tend to
become fans later in life through influences external to the immediate family unit.
Friendships and exposure to television and other forms of mass media play a large part in
progressively drawing these fans to the game and fostering their ardent support.
Converts and STFs
Six of our respondents are ‘converts’, which refers to those who underwent a sudden
switch from being indifferent or even opposed to football to become ‘instant’ fans from
attending a game, often their first. Football suddenly becomes a very important element of
their lives and they transform their leisure time activities to accommodate this new,
overpowering interest.
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Pearl is a woman in her mid 50s whose only connection to AFL was her grandparents,
who came to Sydney from Melbourne. Although she recalled her grandfather as ‘a mad
footy fan’ who she could remember listening to games on his radio, her mother ‘was an
absolute not person as far as sports go’, but, even so, she got into watching televised rugby
league games. At that stage she did not attend live games ‘because none of my friends
went and you don’t really want to go on your own.’ Subsequently, a major rupture in that
sport’s organization led her to think about AFL. She was curious about what AFL was like
and ‘just wanted to go to a game’. So,
Round two, 1996. I talked a friend of mine into letting me accompany him, he used to
disappear every now and then off to the footy, and this time I thought I am coming with you
and I have never voluntarily missed more than three games since then, the first game
[I attended].
Pearl was ‘captured’ by the sport from that first game she attended, becoming an instant
fan. But her actual entry to AFL was facilitated through a contact in her social network:
once again, becoming a fan was influenced by a person’s social relationships.
For some, it takes a particular game for the conversion ‘revelation’ to occur. Lily had
been to several games but was not overly taken by AFL until she went to one game, in
round four of the 1999 season, with her then boyfriend, which completely changed her
perspective on the sport. It is significant that she clearly remembers the actual game at
which her ‘conversion’ took place, stating that she left it on an ‘incredible high’.
Subsequently, she learned all that she could about the sport.
As with Lily and Pearl, the conversion experiences of Dove and Birch also involved
another person acting as a facilitator. Dove had grown up in a rugby league household in
New South Wales and was not interested in AFL until she attended a game with a work
colleague in the late 1990s: ‘I thought “this isn’t too bad, I’ll come again” and come again,
and I just kept on coming’. Birch had migrated from England, where she had been a keen
follower of soccer. When she came to Australia there was not much soccer for her to watch
and she
. . . craved some sort of sport, but I was watching AFL on television and I thought it was the
worst game in the world. It was fighting, I couldn’t understand the rules and so I just thought
that “I’m not going there” and I really don’t like rugby, so I was sort of looking around for a
different sport.
In Birch’s case, the significant person in her conversion was a relative, who
. . . said that ‘you can’t say that you don’t like AFL if you’ve never been to a game’ and sitting
in a cafe´ up in Oxford Street he explained the ground and the rules and he said ‘OK, I’ll take
you to a game’. I went to one game – it was Sydney against Geelong and Sydney thrashed
Geelong and I was hooked.
The smallest category, in which just three of our respondents are included is ‘STF’, which
accounts for the fans who were introduced to AFL by their partners. In the case of these
respondents, all partners are male. Typically, these fans knew little or nothing about
football and had no interest in the sport before meeting their partners. Through their
partners, these fans attended games and developed a knowledge of football and sometimes
quickly (as with converts) or more gradually (as with learners) became avid supporters of
the sport and of their clubs.
By definition, STFs came to football fandom through a significant other. In Mint’s
case, a male friend from Melbourne introduced her to the sport by taking her to games.
Boronia’s husband is from the AFL state of Western Australia and he was responsible for
her entry into football fandom. She was not in the least interested in AFL until ‘I sat down
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and he explained the rules to me, I was absolutely hooked’. She has now been an avid
supporter for four years and the sport is her ‘absolute obsession. I love it. It’s the highlight
of my week when the Swans play’.
Lorikeet is an ‘in-the-blood’ rugby league supporter, having attended games from the
age of two. She still follows rugby league but got into AFL through her former husband,
My ex, who is from Perth, dragged me to a game for our first date, to the Swans, and I was
gob-smacked the first time. Couldn’t understand it, thinking they were knocking-on,
shepherding and all this, what’s this? The second game I was hooked . . . and that was 11
years ago, still going. But there’s room in my life for two codes.
Neither converts nor STFs grew up with AFL, yet relationships in later stages of their
lives introduced them to the game. As distinct from the gradual development of football
fandom experienced by learners, converts are transformed suddenly from being indifferent
to football into instant fans. Despite this difference, both learners and converts relied on
social networks to introduce them to the game. Relationships, too, are significant for STFs,
who are characterized by their introduction to football through a partner/significant other.
A ‘discursion’
In their book Sports Fans, Wann et al.38 note that much is still to be learned about how
people are socialized into sports fandom, and that this has been a neglected area in the
investigation of fans. It would be presumptuous for us to claim that we have resolved this
issue, but we do claim that we have initiated discussion on how women become sports
fans. This has implications, we believe, not only for how fandom is theorized to
incorporate a gender perspective, but also in terms of sports marketing and promotion. In a
rapidly changing, globalized sporting arena driven by the commercial concerns of media
broadcasting, corporate sponsorship, sports-betting and virtual environments, women
emerge as a lucrative consumer market. Our findings suggest that parents, family, friends,
partners and the media all offer possible avenues to recruit women to football spectating.
But the scenarios presented here go beyond catering to corporate interest like developing
strategies to sell more club memberships, merchandise or media. Greater knowledge about
how women become fans may precipitate changes in how sporting associations, and sports
media in particular, value women in sport and engage them in this sphere.
We have identified four paths to fandom that are grounded in the accounts of our
respondents. Of course, not all of the women that we spoke with fit neatly into these
categories and some blur the boundaries between them: the ‘paths’ come from the
women’s accounts, but the placement of them into the corresponding categories has been
an analytical exercise on our part. Our data point to childhood socialization as being the
single most important path to sports fandom, but it is not the only way in which women
become avid fans. So, is there a cohering theme that cuts across all of the paths to fandom?
We think so: our findings reveal the strong ties formed by the significant others in the
women’s social networks – parents, other relatives, partners, close friends – as a central
feature in their entry to football fandom. Granovetter demonstrated the significance of
weak network ties to people wanting to establish links beyond their immediate
connections,39 a point taken up by Putnam in his argument that this ‘bridging’ role of
social capital serves a wider social purpose40. Putnam also draws attention to the ‘bonding’
nature of close network ties that can serve to enhance the exclusivity of some social
groupings – pertinent, perhaps, to further the understanding of the ‘supporters’ category in
Guilianotti’s analysis of fans41. But the bonding social capital that Putnam associates with
close networks resonates more with the encapsulating social relationships of the inwardly
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focused ethnic group, rather than with the family, intimate partner or very close friend
associated with how most of our informants became fans. Our data point to the
significance of robust, close ties with people in the central zones of women’s social
networks. For many of our respondents, the significant person/people in their paths to
fandom were male. As children, some went to the ‘footy’ with their fathers, or partners if
they came to the sport at a later age. Others simply grew up in a footballing culture where
the men and women close to them sweated the sport from their pores, as it were.
There is nothing ‘fixed’ about a woman becoming a football fan, however. Some
respondents from footballing backgrounds told us of their sisters who have never evinced
an interest in the sport. Why one sibling and not another? Clearly we cannot answer this
question, but it does point to saliency of agency in that our respondents, as children or
women, factored football support into their lives as a deliberate and conscious action. Does
this help us resolve the wider social problematic: the paradox of doxa in Bourdieu’s
terms?42 With regard to football, our data suggest that women’s support of this very much
male-dominated sport derives from their ‘core’ social relationships at the time their
interest in the sport was triggered. It is an agentic action, moreover. But does it become a
habituated action, a doxa, which serves to reproduce football as a gendered sport? If so,
then perhaps we can point to the many doxic actions that we all engage in as embedded in
the everyday sociality of our core social relations. Such questions open up directions for
future research into the tension between structure and agency in the gendered processes of
becoming and being a female football fan. Our findings also point to the need for further
research into how other categories of difference, such as race, class and ethnicity, intersect
with gender to influence how Australian women come to follow AFL.
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